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WITH REFLECTIVE & FLUORESCENT MATERIALS


HIGH VISIBILITY IS A SIMPLE WAY TO BE SEEN & BE SAFE





Send Inquiry




HI VIS SOLUTIONS












Reflective Clothing

Reflective clothing enhances visibility and safety in low-light conditions. Stay safe on the road with reflective gear.


Find More...					










Reflective Armbands

Reflective armbands improve visibility during low light activities such as running, biking, and walking.


Find More...					











Soft Reflectors

Soft reflectors help to diffuse light and prevent harsh shadows in photography. Perfect for portrait and product shots.


Find More...					










Reflective Stickers

Reflective stickers increase visibility in low light conditions. Perfect for bikes, helmets, and clothing.


Find More...					
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Reflective Clip
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Reflective Toys
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Reflective Pet
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RunVis
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KidsVis
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CycleVis







 BEST SELLING PRODUCTS
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Running Belt Bag with LED Lighting USB Rechargeable

Read more
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Reflective Belt Vest, Reflective Running Harness, Reflecctive Cross Belt EN13356/EN17353

Read more
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Reflective Running Light Vest USB Rechargeable

Read more
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Reflective Slap Wrap

Read more
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Who we are


We provide quality with our excellent services.


Yolite is a manufacturer of reflective products with 20 years of production experience. Our main products include reflective clothing, wristbands, pendants, stickers, pet products, sports clothing, and accessories. Our products are highly appreciated by clients in the promotion and PPE industries. We are flexible in manufacturing our products according to the different needs of our customers.
Our market covers more than 20 countries, including Europe, America, Japan, and Russia. We are proud to hold ISO 9002, BSCI, EN ISO20471, and EN17353:2020 certificates, which demonstrate our commitment to meeting the needs of different markets.
At Yolite, we strive to be your best partner in providing safety and protection for our customers.
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Why choose us?









At Yolite, we are committed to providing the highest-quality reflective products. Our products are designed to increase visibility and safety in low-light conditions, making them ideal for various applications, including construction, traffic control, and personal safety.





Learn more







Why Choose Us




High Quality Materials					

We use only the best reflective materials and state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques to ensure our products are durable and long-lasting. The item type of our product is microfiber fabric, 100% para-aramid.








Customizable Products					

We offer a wide range of reflective products that can be customized to meet your specific needs. Reflective, customizable products offer reflective properties and can be tailored to individual preferences or requirements.









Eco-Friendly Materials					

We use environmentally friendly materials and production methods in our products, reducing our environmental impact. These materials are designed to reduce carbon footprints, conserve resources, and promote sustainability.








Customer Satisfaction					

We are dedicated to providing the best possible service and support to meet your safety needs. Factors influencing customer satisfaction include: Product quality, Prompt and helpful customer support, Clear communication, Ease of use, Meeting customer needs and preferences.










New Arrival


The Latest Reflective Gear
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Japanese Style Reflective Tags KeyChain

Read more
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Bicycle Spoke Reflector Wheel Reflective Clip

Read more
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Reflective Safety Accessory for Stroller, Backpack, Bike Trailer, Bicycle More – Neon Yellow

Read more
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Reflective Doll Deer Keychain With Brown Antlers

Read more
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Reflective Toy Lady Beetle Keychain

Read more
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Reflective Toy Lion Keychain With Yellow Hair

Read more
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Reflective Toy Mouse Keychain with Yellow Dress for Wholesale

Read more
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Reflective Monkey Toy EN13356

Read more
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Client Reviews 



The vest is also very comfortable to wear, even during longer runs, and fits well thanks to the adjustable straps. I appreciate that it's lightweight and doesn't add any unnecessary bulk to my running gear.
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Joshua ArmstrongCEO



I highly recommend Reflective to anyone looking for top-quality reflective products that are built to last. Their products are affordable, customizable, and backed by great customer service.
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Joshua ArmstrongBusiness Manager



The vest is also very comfortable to wear, even during longer runs, and fits well thanks to the adjustable straps. I appreciate that it's lightweight and doesn't add any unnecessary bulk to my running gear.
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Joshua ArmstrongCEO











FAQ


Frequently Ask Questions.


High visibility products are items that are designed to be highly visible in low-light or nighttime conditions. These products can include clothing, gear, and equipment that feature reflective materials or bright colors. Examples of high visibility products include safety vests, reflective jackets, and hard hats. These products are often used by workers in construction, transportation, and emergency services to increase their visibility and safety on the job.











Why we should use the reflective products in dark condition?






Reflective products, such as clothing or gear with reflective material, can increase visibility in dark conditions. This can help keep people safe by making them more visible to drivers, bicyclists, and pedestrians, reducing the risk of accidents. Reflective products are especially useful for people who are active in low-light conditions, such as runners, cyclists, and construction workers.
why reflective products are beneficial to use in dark conditions?  here are the 6 main reasons:
	Increased visibility: Reflective products are designed to reflect light, which makes them highly visible in low-light conditions. This can help drivers, bicyclists, and pedestrians see people who are wearing reflective gear, reducing the risk of accidents.

	Safety: Reflective products can help keep people safe by making them more visible to others. This is particularly important for people who are active in low-light conditions, such as runners, cyclists, and construction workers, who are at risk of being hit by vehicles.

	Better visibility for emergency responders: Reflective products can make it easier for emergency responders to find people who are lost or injured in low-light conditions.

	Reflective products are relatively inexpensive and easy to find, making them accessible to most people.

	Reflective products are lightweight and easy to wear, they can be worn on clothing, bags and shoes, can be added to any accessories, making them a convenient option for people who are active in low-light conditions.

	Reflective products are durable, they can withstand different weather conditions, and can be used for a long time, making them a cost-effective safety measure.







What is the difference for the safety vest regulation between Europe and USA?






In Europe, the safety vest regulation is set by the European Union (EU) and is known as the Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Directive. It requires that all PPE, including safety vests, must be CE marked, indicating that it has been tested and meets the minimum safety requirements set by the EU.





Can you do the product according to my sample?






Yes. We can do according to customer demand for customized products, personalized show.
It is also possible that Reflective.cn may have existing products that meet your needs, and they may be able to recommend a specific product that would be suitable for your requirements.





Safety Vest / Reflective Jacket






1. Are you a manufacturer?
Yes. We are the leading manufacturer of both reflective material and safety clothing. We therefore have higher quality control and extremely affordable items when compared to other producers.
2. Can the safety vest or reflective jacket have customized brand printing?
Yes, it is possible for safety vests or reflective jackets to have customized brand printing. Many companies that produce safety gear offer branding services to customize the gear for specific businesses or organizations. This can include adding a company logo, name, or other identifying information to the safety vests or jackets.
3.Can reflective vests and jackets be made in a variety of coolers?
Yes, reflective vests and jackets can be made in a variety of colors. While the reflective material itself is typically silver or gray in color, the background material or fabric of the vest or jacket can be produced in a variety of colors.
The color options may vary depending on the manufacturer or supplier of the vests and jackets. Some companies may offer a wide range of color options, while others may have a more limited selection. In addition, the availability of color options may depend on the type of vest or jacket being produced
4. Do you stock the safety vests and jackets?
Yes. To accommodate the needs of some customers who require them immediately, we keep stock of a few frequent types. Please contact our sales for further information.
5.Can safety vests and jackets be customized in various designs?
Yes. It's possible to use OEM or ODM. To create your own safety vests or jackets, email us an example or create artwork.





Shipping & Delivery






1.How fast will I get my order?
Every product on the website has a production time specified. After you have approved your artwork, it will take this many business days to print your item with a single colour imprint. The shipping method you select will determine how long it takes for arrival. We display the shipping costs for ground, 2-day, and next-day shipment as part of the online order process. Contact us if you need something sooner than the production period indicated or if you have any questions; we enjoy a challenge and would be pleased to assist.
2. Can I ship internationally?
In many cases yes. It's best to work with our Customer Care team on this as each case is a bit different. Please contact us!
3.Can I ship on my own shipping account?
Yes. Just inform your Customer Care Representative (you'll receive an email from them soon after placing your order) of the situation! and they'll be delighted to assist.
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Insight


Our Blog
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How Rainbow Reflective Materials Can Be Useful			
The rainbow reflective material is created by laminating rainbow cotton fabric between two sheets of holographic material. Rainbow cotton fabric
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Reflective Jackets vs. Reflective Safety Vests			
A top priority should always be safety, especially on construction sites, roadwork zones, and other places with low visibility. Reflective
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The Pros and Cons of LED Reflective Slap Wraps			
The LED Reflective Slap Wrap is a revolutionary safety accessory that keeps you visible and safe during outdoor activities, especially in low-light
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The Power of the Reflective Elastic Armband			
This armband is designed to help athletes and sportspeople stay aware of their heart rate, breathing, and other essential metrics.
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Yolite is a manufacturer of all kinds of reflective gear including reflective armbands, soft & hard reflectors, reflective stickers, reflective vests, reflective jackets, and other reflective accessories since 2003.





Facebook
					



Youtube
					



Linkedin
					





Get in touch




PHONE/WHATSAPP					

+86 15356487262






EMAIL US					

REFLECTIVE@REFLECTIVE.CN
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